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1. Introduction. Let p: E—>P be a Hurewicz fibration with fibre F;

let i: F—>E be the inclusion. Then p induces a map r: £U¡ CF—>B

taking CF to the base-point. If we convert r to a fibre map ir: ET—»S,

it is a result of Ganea [2] that the fibre Fr has the weak homotopy

type of the join F*QB, provided B has the homotopy of a CW-

complex.

The purpose of this note is to show that Ganea's fibring may be

viewed as the generalized Whitney sum of E with the standard con-

tractible fibring over B. In so doing, we generalize a result of Hall

[3] and make applicable Hall's theory of Whitney sum fibrings to

Ganea's fibration.

2. Statement of the result. Let PB be the space of paths in B

ending at the base-point; PB is a contractible fibre space over B with

fibre ÜB. Then the generalized Whitney sum [3] of £ and PB, de-

noted here E-\-PB, is a fibre space over B with fibre F*QB. Let

p: E+PB-+B be the projection.

Proposition. Suppose B has the homotopy type of a CW-complex.

Then there is a weak homotopy equivalence v: E-\-PB—*Er such that

irv=p.

Thus, up to weak homotopy type, we may view E-\-PB as the

result of converting r to a fibre map.

Taking E=PB, we obtain Hall's result that PB+PB-^B is, up to

weak homotopy type, the Barcus-Meyer fibre sequence ÇIB*ÇIB

-»SßP-»ß [l].

3. Proof. Under the hypotheses, Ganea defines a weak homotopy

equivalence w: F*QB—*FT. It suffices by consideration of the homotopy

sequences of the fibre maps ir and p, to extend w to v: E-\-PB—»Pr

such that irv = p.

Now E+PB is the set of pairs ((1— s)e, sy), where eEE, O^srgl,

and yEPB satisfy 7(0) =p(e) and are subject to the identifications

(e, Qy)~(e, O7') and (Oe, 7)~(0e', 7). p is defined by p((\—s)e, sy)

= p(e) =7(0). ET consists of triples (e, t, u) where O^t^l, eEE, and

uEB1 satisfy p(e)=co(l), have i = l whenever eEi(F), and are sub-

ject to the identifications (e, 0, w)~(e', 0, w). tv is defined by ir(e, t, u>)
= «(0).
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Let X be a lifting function [4] for p: £—»£>; to a point eG£ and a

path co£F7 starting at p(e), X associates a path in £ covering to and

starting at e. For a path co, let w, be defined by w„(/) =co(s£). Then z>

may be defined by

»((1 - î)«, sy) = (X(e, T2s) (1), 1, 72.) if 0 S s ú h

= (X(e,y)(l),2-2s,y)       ¡f } £ * £ 1.

That irv=p is obvious. It remains only to note that the map of

F*Q.B to Fr induced by î) is precisely the map w given by Ganea.
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